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PRESS RELEASE 

May 15, 2024 

Nucleus Software appoints Surya Prakash Kanodia as CFO 

 
Nucleus Software, the BSE & NSE listed, India’s leading provider of robust digital lending and 
transaction banking solutions to the global financial services industry, announced Surya Prakash 
Kanodia as its Chief Financial Officer with effect from May 8, 2024. 

In his new role, Surya will be responsible for managing finances, capital markets, shaping portfolio 
strategies, undertaking major investment and financing decisions, and communicating with key 
stakeholders. His focus lies in orchestrating significant transactions, forging strategic alliances, 
overseeing pricing and contract administration, and vigilantly monitoring risks.  

With Surya stepping in as Chief Financial Officer, Anurag Mantri will be relieved from his additional 
role as the company's CFO. Mr. Mantri will continue his role as an Executive Director and Chief 
Operating Officer within the company. 

“As Nucleus Software charts its course through an era of dynamic growth and innovation, I am 
thrilled to welcome Surya Prakash Kanodia as our new CFO. Surya brings with him a wealth of 
financial wisdom and a strategic mindset that will be instrumental in navigating the complexities of 
our expanding landscape. His appointment marks a significant milestone in our journey and 
underscores our commitment to driving innovation and sustainable growth through our robust 
products and services offerings. With Surya joining Nucleus Software, I am confident that we will 
continue to achieve remarkable accomplishments and propel Nucleus Software to new heights of 
success”, says Vishnu R Dusad, Co-Founder & Managing Director, Nucleus Software, said 

Before joining Nucleus Software, Surya held the position of Head of Finance for Digital Operations 
and Platform business at Wipro Limited, where he accumulated a decade of experience. With 
qualifications as a distinguished Chartered Accountant and a Certified Financial Analyst from the 
United States, Surya boasts two decades of post-qualification expertise in various facets of Financial 
Management across both Wipro Limited and Genpact. 

"I'm excited to join Nucleus Software at this pivotal moment. With our global expansion plans, and 
our commitment to translating domain expertise into tangible value, I believe that my past 
experience in end-to-end problem-solving, ensuring optimal and sustainable solutions, along with 
my ability to understand user requirements and maintain a high first-pass ratio, will significantly 
accelerate Nucleus Software's already impressive growth trajectory", says Surya Prakash Kanodia, 
Chief Financial Officer, Nucleus Software. 

About Nucleus Software 
 
Nucleus Software Exports Ltd. is a publicly traded (BSE: 531209, NSE: NUCLEUS), software product 
company that provides lending and transaction banking products to global financial leaders. 



                                                 

                                

 

Nucleus Software delivers disruptive Fintech Solutions to 200+ Banks and Financial Institutions 
across 50 countries supporting Retail, Corporate & SME Finance, Islamic Finance, Automotive 
Finance, Captive Automotive Finance, Cash Management, Mobile & Internet Banking, Transaction 
Banking and more. We facilitate over 26 million transactions each day through our globally 
integrated transaction banking platform. Our lending platform manages US $ 500 billion of loans in 
India alone, and over US $700 billion of loans globally other than India, while enabling 500,000+ 
users to log in daily. 

Our Flagship Products FinnOne Neo® and FinnAxia® are backed by 3 decades of BFSI domain 
expertise and an inbuilt AI powered platform to realize the digital transformation goals of FIs 
worldwide. 

1. FinnOne Neo®: The next-generation digital lending platform, designed to revolutionize the 
lending process. FinnOne Neo® is built on an advanced technology platform, empowering 
financial institutions to streamline their lending operations, enhance customer experiences, and 
drive business growth. 
 

2. FinnAxia®: An integrated global transaction banking suite, trusted by banks worldwide to 
optimize their transaction banking processes. With FinnAxia®, financial institutions can 
efficiently manage their cash management, trade finance, liquidity management, and other 
transaction banking activities on a single platform, thereby improving operational efficiency, 
visibility, and enhancing client relationships. 

 
3. PaySe™: The world's first online and offline digital payment solution, created with the vision to 

democratize money. This innovative payment solution offers users a seamless and convenient 
way to conduct digital transactions, both online and offline, facilitating financial inclusion and 
empowering individuals and businesses. 

 
4. Nucleus Software Services: Our comprehensive suite of services is tailored to assist banks and 

financial institutions in their digital transformation journey and maintain an optimal technology 
infrastructure. Through Nucleus Software Services, we offer a holistic approach to digital 
transformation, enabling organizations to deliver seamless customer experiences, achieve 
operational and cost efficiencies, and gain actionable insights to drive strategic decision-making. 

These offerings collectively underline Nucleus Software's commitment to driving innovation and 
empowering financial institutions to thrive in an increasingly digital world. For more information, 
please visit: http://www.nucleussoftware.com 

For Nucleus Software 

For Media related information, please contact: 

Deepika Gulabani 

Corporate Communications  

Email: Deepika.gulabani@nucleussoftware.com 

Phone: +91-9910093430 
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